“Strength lies in differences and not in similarities, if your
mind can conceive it and if your heart can believe it
Then you can achieve it”!!!
LIBArated 2017, the most awaited and excited cultural event of LIBA where the
‘Incredible’ F16s and the ‘Super-cool’ F17s battle it out for being crowned the Cultural
Champions.

With ‘WANDERLUST’ as its theme, they helped us travel on an exciting journey across
different parts of the World, where different tastes, different languages, different
colours, cultures and expressions came together at LIBA!

SOLO SONG & BATTLE OF BANDS
Music speaks of what cannot be expressed, soothes the mind, heals the heart and
makes it flow from heaven to the soul.
Libarated 2017 was pooled by a number of great singers who brought in a lot of emotion
that stirred the crowd.
The event was judged by Prahald Raghavendhar who is an upcoming playback singer
and a studio musician. He has worked with composers like Vishal Chandrasekar,
Sathya, Raj Baskar, Ashwath, Sidhartha Mohan, Srividhya, etc. He has also sung for
movies like Appuchi Graamam, Jumbo 3D and in other languages like Telugu and
Kannada.
Samuel from the F16s turned to be the clear winner as he sang “DANGEROUS’ and
the second prize was bagged by Sidharth Daniel for singing ‘Wings Beneath’

BATTLE OF THE BANDS
F17s clinched the group performance by some peppy numbers. Iniyan from F17s was
a standout who was lauded for his singing talent by both the judges as well as the
audience. The musical instruments used by the F17’s was appreciated and the cup
stunt from Antony Flavius received a big round of applause.

SPLIT SCREEN
Split-screen is a dance competition where an even number of participants are divided
by a screen, and two perform on either side of the screen. The dancers will be judged
on their co-ordination.
F16s had an advantage as they danced with better synchronization and the first prize
was bagged by the choreographer cum student Jeeva and Fehmi and the second prize
was bagged by Vivek Mark and Mini from the F16s as well.

GROUP DANCE- Burn the Floor
Dance is the hidden language of the soul and there are shortcuts to happiness and
dancing is one of them.
Dancing with the feet is one thing but dancing with the heart is another. This is exactly
what the F16s and F17s did on stage. The F16s danced to their heart’s content and
expressed it better than the F17s which got them the trophy.

The event was judged by Shyam Christopher who is one of the founders of OPM dance
crew. He has Choreographed over 200 Dances in and around Chennai and along with
his crew he was selected to represent India at “World of Dance Finals” to be held at
California.
The event was also judged by Yazar Arafat- the founder of DNA dance crew who
Choreographed and performed in the winner’s crew at Channel V’s V-Fest & Chennai

Dance Championship. He has Represented Chennai in India’s Got Talent & Dance Plus
Season.

FASHION SHOW
Fashion shows are showstoppers of almost all inter-collegiate cultural events. No
expense is spared and all stops are pulled to make such shows dazzle.

This was the most awaited event of LIBArated where the group of F16s and F17s
students planned and choreographed the event with professionalism to rock the
ramp.
The F16s had the last laugh as they stealed the show with their ideas in fashion.
The event was judged by Priyanka Movva who is a yoga instructor/ model. Her
balance in the ramp is unmatchable and she knows how to strike a pose. She does
Fashion shows for King Fisher and is sought out for her professionalism in the field.
It was also judged by Shirley Babithra who is one the busiest models in town and has
done more than 50 TV commercials and print advertisements and is doing her first
feature film “Naragasooran”. Rohan from F16s and Priscitta from F17s was awarded
“Mr and Ms LIBARATED”

SHORT FILM
The short film was judged by Radha Sridhar who is an Assistant editor and has worked
in movies like Nanbaenda, VSOP and Iraivi and by Kishore Rajkumar who has acted in
short films like kaadhal, Chillra Illa pa, tea kada raja, Keka beka keka beka and more.
He has also made a lot of YouTube videos with put Chutney & Madras meter and has
acted in feature films like ISAI, ORU NAAL KOOTHU, ENAKU INORU PERU IRUKU,
KEE and VIP 2.
The movie “Thedal” directed by Jakin from F16s won the second prize and F17s bagged
the first prize for “Vegam thadai Illai” directed by Abhinaya Sundar.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography was an off stage event where the students of both F16s & F17s had to
take pictures with adherence to the theme ‘Wanderlust”.
The event was Judged by SAI ABHISHEK who is a

➢

Travel photographer and Cinematographer

➢

Got his pictures published at National Geographic Magazine.

➢

Main Cinematographer at The Wedding Filmer and has worked with Deepika
Padukone, Vin Diesel, Siddarth, Andrea, Dia Mirza, Karan Johar etc.

The first prize was bagged by Prasanna from the F16s with the quote for the picture as
‘Journey to the centre of the earth”

The second prize was also bagged by the F16s – Ram Prakash with the quote
‘Wanderers don’t go places, they go Perceptions’

LIBArated 2017 concluded with the F16s crowned as Champions. They had to work
hard to achieve this as they were tested by the F17s who were equally strong.
Dr. Aishwarya – Faculty head of Students Affairs Committee 360 ◦ presented the
trophy to the F16s and crowned them the overall champions.

